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SCHEDULE OF MACHINE UNAVAILABILITY

All machines may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout.
In addition, some machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as follows:

CRAY,C1 06:00-08:00 Monday & Wednesday
CRAY,CA 06:00-08:00 Tuesday & Thursday
TBM 06:00-07:00 Daily

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research and is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation
of that company or product to the exclusion of others.
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Cover Graphic

The graphic on the cover of this issue was produced by Ben Domenico of SCD's User Services
Section. He created it on an Apple Macintosh personal computer and printed it on a laser
printer. Ben uses the diagram in his article on the evolving scientific computing environment
to illustrate one possible perspective on computing from a scientist's viewpoint. For a discus-
sion of this topic and related subjects, see his article on page 6.

Software Change Articles

All articles about changes to software which affect the computing environment are now flagged
with the triple Delta insignia, as shown in the example below.

Example of a Software Change Article Title

by An Author

These articles are also marked with a Delta sign in the Table of Contents above. Please check
these flagged articles carefully for changes which affect your computing procedures.
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New Consulting Office Procedures

The SCD Consulting Office is undergoing extensive reorganization. All unscheduled walk-in
service has been terminated; users can contact consultants by sending electronic mail TO
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 computer, or via the Consulting Office telephone number: (303)
497-1278. This number will be staffed from 08:30-11:30 and from 13:00-16:00 daily, Monday
through Friday. Users calling outside these hours can leave a message on the Consulting Office
telephone message recorder. Local users may also make an appointment to meet with a con-
sultant by calling this number. However, please note that unscheduled walk-in service is
no longer available; walk-in service is now by appointment only. Due to the changed
nature of consulting service, monthly schedules of consultants on duty are no longer available.
As the Consulting Office reorganization proceeds, SCD hopes to provide better service to our
users; please watch the "Daily Bulletin" and The Record for updates.

Have You Changed Your Password Lately?

by Gary Jensen

The Scientific Computing Division was recently audited regarding maintenance of electronic
and physical security at the Mesa Laboratory Computing Facility. The draft report of that
audit criticizes SCD for not enforcing new draft security regulations coming out of various
government organizations. These new regulations may or may not become NCAR policy in the
future, but one of the suggestions makes a lot of sense: all users should change their passwords
at least every six months.

The audit report suggests that SCD should change your password for you, every six months.
SCD does not want to get into the business of changing users' passwords, since we consider dis-
tributing the new passwords to be a greater security risk than leaving them alone. We are
now asking that you change your password at least every six months. We will remind you
periodically that it is time for you to change your password. At that time, please change your
passwords on all SCD computer systems that you access. We hope that you will cooperate
with us to protect your security and avoid forcing us into the necessity of changing your pass-
word for you.

Also, please remember that "loaning" your password to others is prohibited as a matter of pol-
icy; violation of this policy is grounds for withdrawal of authorization to use the NCAR com-
puters.

These proposed regulations are an effort by the government to protect supercomputers from
any use other than that for which they were intended. They also address protecting them from
physical damage. SCD has made some physical changes that limit access to the computer
center, and in the future we will be making more. Since the value of SCD's computing equip-
ment will almost double with the installation of the X-MP, it makes sense that we cannot
operate as we have in the past.
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Part of my function is maintaining the security of the SCD Computing Facility, both electroni-
cally and physically. If you ever feel your files may have been compromised or if you want to
talk about passwords or security in general, please feel free to call me at (303) 497-1289. I am
sensitive to your needs as well as the measures that must be taken here at the Mesa Labora-
tory to protect your files.

Gary Jensen is the Manager of SCD Operations and Maintenance.

Card Reader Operation to be Discontinued

Due to the hardware constraints of the new IBM 4381 front-end computer, the card reader now
installed on the IBM 4341 system will be removed on August 1, 1986. Card reader capability
will not be available after that time. To allow users to read in card decks as needed for later
use, the card reader will remain in place on the IBM 4341 system until July 1. The IBM 4341
system will then be replaced by the IBM 4381 computer; from July 1 until August 1, the card
reader will be available on Wednesdays only. If this schedule for removal is a problem for you,
please contact Gil Green of the SCD Systems Section at (303) 497-1270.

The Evolving Scientific Computing Environment

by Ben Domenico

Editor's Note: This article is a revised excerpt from a paper entitled "The Supercomputer as
an Experimental Apparatus: Some Thoughts on Scientific Supercomputer Centers", presented
by Ben Domenico at the Cray User Group Meeting, May 1986. The original text of the paper
is available in the proceedings of that meeting.

Overview

This article is intended to stimulate thought and discussion on the function of supercomputer
centers and the ways they can best serve the scientific community. The author has worked in
the User Services section of a supercomputer center for many years; although not a researqh
scientist himself, he has extensive experience with the tasks performed and the problems
encountered by such scientists. This article is an attempt to examine the role of a supercom-
puter center from a scientist's perspective. The guiding principles and overall goals of such a
center are listed, followed by a discussion of the tasks performed by scientific research groups,
focusing on areas where computer automation might increase scientific productivity. The con-
clusion proposes a distribution of computing functions among a network which includes the
scientist's workstation, divisional or departmental minicomputers, and supercomputer centers,
based on the perceived needs of the scientific user.

A Guiding Principle

For NCAR's Scientific Computing Division (SCD), as well as other groups providing and pur-
veying scientific computing resources, the broad guiding principle of service is to insure that, in
the long term, the scientist can increase scientific productivity. While this goal may seem obvi-
ous, it is not always so clear that concerns such as making efficient use of computing
machinery and keeping up with technological developments, while certainly important, derive
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their importance from the primary goal of improving scientific productivity. If there is a

trade-off between wasting machine cycles and requiring a scientist to spend extra time to

rework a program, an effort should be made to weigh the alternatives carefully. Similarly, if a

long period of retraining is necessary to take advantage of a new technology, it is important to

establish that the new approach will have a long-term positive effect on scientific productivity.

Overall Perspective

A traditional approach to determining how computing services can increase scientific produc-

tivity is to examine the available technology first and then try to determine how that technol-
ogy can be applied to scientific research. Another approach is to specifically determine what

scientists and their support staff members do during their working days. With such a list of

tasks, we can then look for computing services that might help the research group get the work
done more efficiently.

The approach taken here is to list the major tasks performed by scientists, break down the
tasks into components, and determine which aspects of those tasks can be performed more
efficiently through some form of computerization. One advantage of this approach is that
tasks can be prioritized and resources allocated according to whether computerization would
result in significant increases in productivity. Assuming that some form of automation is possi-
ble and warranted, we must then decide whether the computerization should be done at a cen-
tral site, within the scientist's division or department, or even on the scientist's own personal
computer. In cases where the function or service itself should be distributed, there is the ques-
tion of whether a central source of research, information, expertise, coordination, standardiza-
tion, and or purchasing power may be needed.

At NCAR, for example, there is general agreement that the production of technical documents
lends itself well to automation. Although there seems to be a consensus that the function
should be performed on divisional minicomputers or personal computers and workstations, an
office automation study group survey revealed a need for standardization of equipment pur-
chase and a central source of documentation and consultation, as well as cooperative projects
involving the communication of documents. This is a good example of an automation function
that should be distributed, but which benefits from a central source of information and coordi-
nation. The important point to note is that computing resources and service resources may
need to be allocated differently for optimum service and efficiency.

Scientific Tasks

For most scientific research groups, a typical week is taken up with many of the following
endeavors:

1. Constructing scientific theories

2. Teaching classes and managing graduate students

3. Developing and running laboratory and field experiments

4. Developing and running modelling experiments

5. Storing and accessing archived data

6. Analyzing data from experiments, models, and archives

7. Accessing information, reading literature, reviewing publications and proposals
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8. Preparing presentations, proposals, and publications

9. Attending meetings and communicating with colleagues and staff.

Task Components

In breaking down these tasks into components, certain characteristics warrant special atten-
tion:

" Elements of tasks which lend themselves to computerized automation

" Requirements which span several of the tasks. For example, improved data communica-
tions facilities might improve productivity in many of the tasks.

" Requirements of one task that might restrict options in others. For example, real time
response needed for computer control of a satellite experiment might have an impact on
use of a computer for time-shared interactive access.

" Items which are common needs of many scientists. For example, if many groups are
developing the same type of software, it might make sense to centralize or at least coor-
dinated the development of a portable version of the software to avoid duplication of
effort.

" Requirements that involve software that is so expensive or rare that centralized resources
are needed.

" Items which consume large percentages of staff time. These are area where automation
can have a significant effect.

For a more detailed discussion of each scientific task, please see the original paper noted above.

Distribution of Services

Certain patterns emerge when examining the computer automation associated with these
scientific research tasks. Perhaps the most obvious is that many of the tasks that lend them-
selves well to computerization are done best on a local machine, where the scientist and sup-
port staff have more control over the computing environment and have convenient access to
the final output.

Local Computing Services

An obvious example of a local computing task is the production of materials for presentations,
proposals and publications. Another task that is often done more effectively on a local com-
puter is data analysis. If the data reside nearby, the scientist can examine them interactively.
For example, a scientist looking through graphical representations of data might find an
interesting feature in one picture that warrants checking from a different angle, or perhaps at
an earlier time. This ability to decide what to look at "on the fly" requires fast, interactive
access to the scientific database.

The category of tasks that can be done well on local computer systems includes the following:

* Teaching classes and managing graduate students

* Analyzing data

• Preparing presentations, proposals, and publications.

The Record
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Hybrid Computing Services

A second group of tasks falls into a category that has aspects that are done best locally, but
requires some connection to other machines, or at least shared access to files. For example, it

is very handy to do a scientific paper on a personal workstation, but it's also important to be

able to send a copy electronically to a colleague for expansion or revision. If both collaborators

share a minicomputer, this is usually fairly simple. If they work on separate workstations, it's
important to have a some form of communications link that provides convenient file sharing,
file transfer or electronic mail.

The tasks in this category are:

* Accessing literature, publications, and proposals

* Communicating with colleagues and staff

* Storing and accessing archived data.

Centralized or Specialized Computing Services

The remaining tasks may not imply a shared resource by their nature, but they often cannot
be done on the same computing system used for other tasks because they require specialized or
very expensive equipment. These include:

* Developing and running laboratory and field experiments

* Developing and running supercomputer modelling experiments.

Even if a field or laboratory experiment is controlled by a computer, the requirements for the
control computer are often such that it may not be suitable for the other tasks a scientific
group has to perform. For example, a computer set up to ingest satellite data in real time
may not be usable during those periods when the satellite is sending its bursts of data.

Numerical modelling experiments often require supercomputing resources. While some super-
computer sites do in fact use supercomputers for the majority of their scientific tasks, there are
certain tasks that today's supercomputers are simply not very good at. In particular, super-
computers are not very good at the fast context switching required by interactive user input.
Rolling out a job that fills all of memory in order to respond to cursor input from a user can
present some interesting problems on a supercomputer. The simple requirement of refreshing
the screen for a full-screen editing session is formidable enough that most supercomputer
centers don't have screen editors running on supercomputers. Efforts to solve such problems
have resulted in some of the first innovative distributed applications programs, in which the
supercomputer updates the file while a PC controls cursor movement and screen display.

Others would argue that tasks like text processing should be done elsewhere in cases where
supercomputing resources are scarce.
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NETWORK CONNECTIONS

Departmental
LAN

Supercomputer
Center

LAN

NSFnet

USAN

UNIDATA

Cypress

SuperComputer

Data
Archive

pecialized
Output

Figure 1

The departmental LAN can be customized to fit the particular needs of a research group. The supercom-
puter center LAN provides shared facilities that may be too expensive or impractical to implement locally.
Long-haul connections are available via several mechanisms (see below).

Recent Developments

Projects are underway that will enable scientists to distribute their computing load in a way
that suits their individual needs. Vendors, scientists, and computer center managers should be
aware of these developments, so that they all can make use of the evolving technology.
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Some of these projects are:

" The UNIDATA Project at the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

" The USAN (University Satellite Network) experiment in SCD at NCAR

" Project Cypress, run by a consortium of universities and corporations

" The NSFnet initiative of the National Science Foundation.

The common element in all these projects is provision of a standard mechanism for building a
wide area network by connecting Local Area Networks (LANs) at academic and research
centers throughout the nation. Initially all the projects are based on the DARPA/TCP/IP pro-
tocols and they are all committed to eventually conform to the emerging ISO Open Systems
Interconnect (OSI) protocols. UNIDATA and USAN are working toward relatively high-speed
satellite links between remote LANs, whereas NSFnet is starting with land-line connections
between supercomputer center LANs. Project Cypress is aimed at providing a lower-speed,
lower-cost alternative with similar functionality. Figure 1 is a schematic representation show-
ing how a departmental LAN and a supercomputer center LAN might be configured.

The Emerging Picture

As these networks become operational, it will be possible to experiment with a distribution of
tasks such as the ones described above. The net result will be an environment in which the
scientist's workstation can be viewed as the center of that particular scientist's computing
universe.

" Good electronic mail facilities will be easy to build using standard protocols.

" Relatively high-speed access to centralized data sources is possible if the databases are
accessible on machines with the standard protocols.

" Access to supercomputers will be straightforward if supercomputer vendors provide an
interface using standard communications protocols.

" If the scientist chooses a local computing system that can be tied into a local Ethernet
with TCP/IP-based communications, that LAN could be connected to a wide area net-
work that will include computers controlling field and laboratory experiments, major
data centers, supercomputer centers and possibly most of the machines used by colleagues
at other institutions.

In this scenario, as shown in Figure 2, the scientist can tailor the working environment so that
papers and presentations are prepared locally, possibly using shared laser printers and color
cameras on the LAN. Data from any experimental apparatus can be brought to a file server
on the LAN and examined interactively on a local workstation. Machines on the same local
network can be used for classes, demonstrations or student experiments. Output from super-
computer models can be compared to satellite observational data, using scientific graphics out-
put on a local workstation.

The Record
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Scientist-Centered
Computing Environment

Figure 2

The workstation may be a stand-alone microcomputer, or a terminal connected to a super-microcomputer
or minicomputer. Standard communications protocols eliminate the need for "front-end" machines that
intervene between the scientist's local computing environment and the supercomputer.

Within this viewpoint, the supercomputer and the supercomputer center become just another
node on the network. The scientist need only learn the operating system on the local machine
and on the supercomputer. There is no need for an intermediary front-end system at the
supercomputer center, which complicates the situation by forcing the scientist to learn yet
another computing system.

Operating System Consistency

As more vendors standardize their operating system interfaces and communications protocols,
the productity gain for the scientist is even greater. As the UNIX* operating system becomes
available on most hardware, including PCs, graphics workstations, and minicomputers, the
addition of UNIX to supercomputers completes the picture and simplifies it greatly in the long
term for most scientific users. The advent of real-time UNIX machines makes it possible to
have the same operating system interface to the computers controlling experiments or receiving
experimental data. Since most UNIX machines now come with the DARI' " TCP/IP protocols,
they fit right in with the wide area networks being developed.

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Future Possibilities

In the UNIX world (and to some extent with MSDOS** and VMS*** as well), facilities are
available for building distributed applications. One particular application that is gaining a
foothold is the Sun Network File System (NFS). This network file system is based on a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) and External Data Representation (XDR). The NFS actually enables a
user on one machine to access files on another machine transparently. In other words, you can
run an editor on your machine while you're actually editing a file which resides on the disks of
another machine.

Furthermore, the RPC enables the user to build applications that in essence contain subroutine
calls for routines that run on another computer. Imagine an application for which the graphics
portion runs on the local workstation and the numerically demanding routines run on a super-
computer. The XDR and RPC have been demonstrated on both UNIX System V and 4.2 BSD
as well as MSDOS and VMS. NFS also runs on all these systems (although only in client mode
on MSDOS). Whether these facilities ultimately emerge as genuine industry standards remains
to be seen, but there is clearly a need for this sort of functionality.

In the long term, the picture is one of a scientist logging into a personal workstation with
high-speed network access to supercomputers, data archives, and observational experiments.
The access to the supercomputer is transparent in that the applications program runs on the
scientist's own machine, but the computationally intensive portions of the problems run on the
remote supercomputer. Data archives on other computers can be accessed as if they were part
of a database on the scientist's own machine.

Time Frame

Given the current confusion and complication in the area of computer communications sys-
tems, some of this may seem a bit far-fetched, but the initial USAN connections have already
been made, so testing has begun. The remaining USAN sites and the initial set of NSFnet
supercomputer sites probably will come on-line within a year. At that point, it should be possi-
ble to evaluate the feasibility and limitations of the system and begin planning the expansion
of the wide area network. The NFS as well as other distributed file systems (the Newcastle
Connection and RFS from ATT on UNIX systems) are already running on hardware from many
vendors. One would hope that supercomputer vendors will follow the lead and provide such an
interface to their machines. At the same time, it seems likely that other distributed applica-
tions will be built on top of XDR and RFS. It will be very interesting to see how much of this
is actually in place a year from now.
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Computing Resources Earmarked for Oceanography

Starting in September, 1986, the computing power of the Scientific Computing Division will be
enhanced by a CRAY X-MP/4800 in addition to one CRAY-1A. By agreement with the
National Science Foundation, 20 percent of the available computing resources are earmarked
for research in oceanography: 10 percent for university oceanographers, and 10 percent for
NCAR oceanographers. Support, no longer limited to physical oceanography, will be extended
to include all areas of basic oceanographic research. SCD looks forward to serving these new
users and urges them to submit their requests for computing support in readiness for the
resources which will become available in the Fall.

All requests for SCD computing resources are subject to peer review. Allocations of up to five
hours of CPU time on the CRAY-1A or the CRAY X-MP/4800 are made by the Director of
SCD and can be processed at any time. Larger requests are reviewed by the SCD Advisory
Panel, which meets twice a year; the next meeting is September 29-30, 1986. Requests for
review must be submitted to SCD by July 24, 1986. Projects sponsored by the National Sci-
ence Foundation receive computing resources free of charge. All other projects are subject to
charges for resources used.

For information on SCD's computing resources and services, and about application and evalua-
tion procedures, contact:

Ms. Betty Thompson
Assistant Administrator
Scientific Computing Division
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000
Telephone: (303) 497-1208

SCD Advisory Panel Meeting Schedule

With the advent of the CRAY X-MP/4800, SCD's computing power will be enhanced by a fac-
tor of at least five. It is expected that the new machine will become available to users in early
Fall 1986, so now is the time to think about those big projects that have been waiting on the
back burner because of lack of computing resources.

Requests for a total of more than five hours of central processor time on the CRAY-1A or the
CRAY X-MP/4800 computers must be considered by the SCD Advisory Panel, which will meet
September 29-30, 1986. University users must submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely
Ridley of the Scientific Computing Division by July 24, 1986. Nine to ten weeks are needed for
the preliminary review of requests and for the preparation, printing and distribution of Panel
materials.
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Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY-1 COMPUTERS

June 23, 1986
CRAY-1 USERS: The CFT115 procedure is available to allow you to test programs with some
of the 1.15 products, including the compiler and loader. To use CFT115, include the statement

CFT115.

before the first invocation of CFT in your JCL. Please report any problems to Cray Analyst
Jim McInerny at (303) 497-1297.

IBM COMPUTERS

June 13, 1986
IBM FRONT-END COMPUTER: The IBM 4381 machine was installed as the new front-end
computer yesterday, June 12 at 13:30, replacing the IBM 4341 system. This move should be
completely transparent to users; the operating system and environment will not change, and all
software should run without modification. However, Systems staff will be available this week-
end in case of problems.

TBM AND MASS STORA GE SYSTEM

June 10, 1986
TBM: The final purge of the TBM will occur on Saturday, June 28 and will affect all datasets
not accessed since June 1, 1986. Please help reduce data transfer requirements by not updating
unneeded datasets. The TBM will be set to read-only status as of July 1; PLEASE DO NOT
WRITE ANY NEW DATASETS TO THE TBM.

PSTORE

June 13, 1986
PSTORE USERS: Please note the following: to provide yourself with quick, convenient access
to your PSTORE files on the new Mass Storage System (MSS), you must move your PSTORE
files to the MSS. The TBM is scheduled to be decommissioned on October 1, 1986; no access to
PSTORE files on the TBM will be possible after that time. SCD will be moving entire
PSTORE directories to the new MSS as one file; if you do not transfer your PSTORE files to
the MSS, you will not be able to access individual PSTORE files on the MSS.

June 17, 1986 PSTORE (Cl, CA): PSTORE Version 03, Release 05 (V03.05) was installed on
CRAY-1 C1 and CA on Tuesday, June 17. This version of PSTORE will issue a fatal diagnos-
tic if an attempt is made to add, replace or delete a PSTORE file on or after July 1 at 8:00
AM when the TBM is set to read-only. Note that this change also effects PSTORE commands
executed on the IBM 4381.
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Computer Resources Allocated in May 1986

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Roscoe R. Braham, Jr.
University of Chicago

William L. Physick
Colorado State University

Robert L. Grossman
University of Colorado

Mineo Kimura
University of Colorado

Philip S. Brown, Jr.
Trinity College

Mohan Ramamurthy
Florida State University

* Steven K. Krueger
UCLA

* Akio Arakawa
Carlos Mechoso
UCLA

* Gary T. Bates
University of Washington

* Steven A. Rutledge
Oregon State University

* Eric J. Barron
University of Miami

Lake snow studies project

Mesoscale modeling of cold
fronts

Gale aircraft boundary
layer

Theoretical study of
vibrational relaxation
in N2 + 02 collisions

Coalescence/collision-
breakup

Initialization/data assimilation
experiments in mesoscale models

Numerical simulation of
cumulus cloud ensembles

Numerical simulation of
the global atmosphere

Mountain-cyclone interactions
in the Western U.S.

A study of stratiform
precipitation associated with
mesoscale convective storms

Mesozoic-Cenozoic ocean
circulation

10.0

3.0

10.0

2.0

10.0

10.0

75.0

290.0

46.0

57.0

64.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

2.0

10.0

10.0

75.0

290.0

46.0

57.0

64.0

* These requests were reviewed by the SCD Advisory Panel on April 3-4, 1986.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for May 1986

CRAY,CA COMPUTER

May FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 5832.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 0.00 0.000 106.73 0.439
less Hardware Downtime 0.00 0.000 44.41 0.183
less Software Downtime 0.00 0.000 13.61 0.056
less Environmental Downtime 642.00 20.710 882.17 3.630
less Operations Use 0.00 0.000 3.42 0.014
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 5.02 0.021

Clock Hours Up 102.00 3.290 4776.64 19.657
less Systems Checkout 0.00 0.000 25.57 0.105

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 102.00 3.290 4751.07 19.552
less Idle Time 0.11 0.004 14.43 0.059

Clock Hours in Use 101.89 3.287 4736.64 19.492
% Available Hours Used 99.89 % 99.70 %

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

May FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 5832.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 2.00 0.065 121.84 0.501
less Hardware Downtime 6.03 0.195 78.80 0.324
less Software Downtime 0.00 0.000 9.23 0.038
less Environmental Downtime 642.00 20.710 893.02 3.675
less Operations Use 0.00 0.000 4.25 0.017
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 7.59 0.031

Clock Hours Up 93.97 3.031 4717.27 19.413
less Systems Checkout 0.00 0.000 7.37 0.030

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 93.97 3.031 4709.90 19.382
less Idle Time 0.05 0.002 11.86 0.049

Clock Hours in Use 93.92 3.030 4698.04 19.333
% Available Hours Used 99.95 % 99.75 %
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